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ABSTRACT: Toe theory space absorption is a part of theory it really simple about 1s, 0s and -1s. The theory would
prove the truth that the only experiment it needs is to get a U238 (Uranium) moves against earth rotation in the
direction of east with the same speed of rotation.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Toe theory space absorption speed of rotation will decrease the actual speed of matter in space leading to the ability of
U238 to gain the bunch of neutrons to absorb it and leading to the increase in the size of U238 in a short amount of
time, which leads to the increase of the general amount of space absorbed. It is usually insufficient after the increase in
the size of U238, if the size of U235 is perfect for both accepting the neutron and increasing in the size by a heap
amount of space absorption gained after neutron is added. It is relative to the amount of space absorption of 238 as the
size is smaller so it gets affected more by the small size of neutrons. Toe space absorption cannot balance stable,
because of increased amount in space absorption it takes after the neutron added to it since the increased size of U235
leads to imbalance then it asks for more space than previously. It is already unstable due to the insufficient amount of
space exists in universe and after adding the size of a neutron to U235, it collapses and explodes because a faster
neutron with an extent in size will added to U238. The nature of a neutron acts as bigger matter, since it absorbs more
space compare to the normal neutron. The matter absorb space better and more when they move and vice versa. This is
about the complete experiment.
The below proofs will explain in brief about the Universe and galaxy looks. [Figure 1] The universe has galaxy in its
center or middle, being the smallest particles around which absorbs the least amount of particles possible. This is
because the fact that universe has the least amount of absorbable space at the center. In this Universe the absorption of
particles from any area in the space even if they are far away from center. This leads to the decrease of space in the
middle or center of space.

Figure 1: The Universe.
The matter in the space is formed from galaxy and the accumulation of light leading to bigger particles with different
properties like luster color and radioactivity, the element may be bigger or smaller it actually changes in properties with
gradual disperse in properties. For example when light hits a piece of matter or a particle it produces brown color which
are photons with that speed that effects the eye and produces this color in the eye and produce light due to the fact that
matter is already stable and doesn’t need any more particles or it will become even more unstable
When the matter becomes bigger it get affected less by the space around it and leads to more stable in the matter of
movement unstable in the point that the light particles constitute. Similarly in U235 and U238. There are much more
particles at the half radius of the universe due to the same fact the middle or center of universe exits less space. In
general the bigger particles exist away from center, bigger stars and galaxies do the same. According to the spheres
volume rule which states 4/3 pi r^3 whenever you go away from the middle or center of the universe the amount of
volume or the amount of space as a matter of fact, increases to simplify this equation the rule and since the other part or
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4/3 pi is constant and unchanged and since the radius is the only variable here and therefore it remains same with radius
parameter. So if you try it, can find that the division between 1^3=1 and 2^3=8 which is 8/1=8 is way huger than the
division of r=2 and r=3 as in 2^3=8 and 3^3=27 or 27/8=3.5 and as we progress further 3^3=27 3^4=81 81/27=3 where
8>3.5>3 as you notice the gap between the volumes decrease as u go further away from the center matter balances
between the amount of space it needs to absorb and the fact that there is more decreasing space outwards. [1]

II. ROTATION OF EARTH
The numbers in east direction -59 ± 10 and in west direction 273±7 the place when it moved eastward the plane moved
slowly since it goes in an opposite direction of the earth rotation meaning that the speed of the plane was slow even
slower than earth rotation. This means according to my hypothesis that the atomic clocks would go slower than usual
causing the eastward -59 ± 10 delay now as the plane flies westward it would fly much faster than earth rotation leading
to increase in the atomic clocks speed meaning that the planes speed is faster than earths rotational speed meaning
according to my hypothesis that say when matter moves in more speed it absorbs more space leading to westward
273±7 more time since the clock runs faster the clock absorbs more space and exists more and more leading to it having
the clock running more! since according to my hypothesis it also says that time is the result of a piece of matter existing
one more time because as matter absorbs space it exists again in a newer time frame that is how i see time its existing
one more time due to space absorption as in here 1+(-1)=0 where 1 is matter (-1) is absorbable space (not antimatter
where anti matter is -1 not (-1) ) now matter absorbs space and the (-1) changes into 1 as noticed here in these two
equations 1+(-1)=0, (older time framed matter) 1=1(newer time framed matter) as the clock exists more as it goes
westward(due to more space absorption due to more speed) the clock would produce more and more time noted in the
273±7 now let’s get to the math
Matter and antimatter adhered together as zero as in 0=1+-1 and as u see matter and antimatter exploded from
nothingness which is quite acceptable because matter and antimatter negate each other now not only matter and
antimatter was created but also space absorbable by matter and anti-matter as in the equation 0=1+(-1)+-1+(1) simply
the space is another form of matter and antimatter that exists with different properties as like they are absorbed and do
not absorb so generally space is (antimatter) or (-1) of different properties from the original -1 or antimatter same for
(1) or space (matter) which is different from the original matter or 1 also antimatter absorbs space (matter) or (1) as in
the equation -1+(1)=0,(older time framed antimatter)-1=-1(newer time framed antimatter) now occasionally original
matter and original antimatter would clash forming again a 0 as in 1+-1=0 as when stars enter a black hole and they
both vanish. Let’s see the last test of my hypothesis... hmm my theory says that matter absorbs space and that when it
finds no space it explodes this is what we see here in the decay chain page. [2] Look at the tables u would find that
large pieces of matter are radioactive more than the smaller ones this means that they have shorter half-lives. In the
tables as we progress less and less in size of radioactive materials we find that the half-life of matter increase generally
meaning that as u go down with the table u find that the life span of the matter increase as it becomes more stable, why
isn’t the table consistent. Why doesn’t the life time just increase throughout all the tables?
That is due to the bigger pieces of matter absorbing more space than that of the smaller ones meaning that the smaller
pieces of matter which are supposedly more stable than the bigger ones (since they don’t need much space as the bigger
matter pieces) [3] are actually even less stable than the bigger ones but generally we find an increase in the half-life of
matter and at some point the process is reverted for smaller and smaller pieces of matter. To explain more thoroughly
would say look at the tables please and see the progressive half-life times as u go from bigger to smaller pieces of
matter. You would find that half-life increase for smaller and smaller pieces of matter. Notice that this cycle stops at
some point and in fact half-life decreases for a smaller matter than the previous bigger matter. again this is due to the
unfair competition in space absorption between the stronger and bigger pieces of matter and smaller pieces of matter.
Let’s explain some of the forces that exist such as gravity: gravity is caused due to the competition on space between
matters when 2 pieces of matter that are unequal in size absorb and compete for the same space they actually go closer
to each other as in tug of war now as two similar in size pieces of matter absorb the same space they actually repel each
other. [4] Since they take the space in between with the same force leading to the space in between them gets depleted
and then they reach out for space outwards from each other and not inwards leading to repulsion! now let’s explain
electricity is due to the fact that electron are of the same size so when one electron approaches the other one they repel
and the second electron continues the journey till it accidentally hits another electron and so on till electrons go to the
end of the wire magnetic force is rather the complex interaction between these stuff it is not as the way scientists
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believe that it’s a separate force it’s the same force of gravity but is rather due to the interaction between different sizes
of matter and the space in between them.
This is how i would like to show how to make U238 be fissile the process need that the U238 moves through space in 2
directions first against earth’s rotation this process is where u shot a neutron at it u slowdown in that direction with the
U238 and reverse at that moment u shoot the neutron preferably when the U238 is already going to reverse as much as
possible now the U238 should be already on the earth rotation direction and should achieve maximum speed in that
direction when it absorbs the neutron. Repeat this process as rapid as possible after some tries the U238 will become
fissle.no need for slingshots but anything that holds the U238 and moves it is ok.
IV. SUMMARY
(FHS) that is composed of K After all one needs to know why he should do something the reason of making the U238
go in the direction against earths direction is to make it like U235 as when a bigger piece of matter moves faster than a
smaller piece of matter it absorbs more space according to the theory so making the U238 move against earths direction
would lead to it acting like U235 thus absorbing slower neutrons(wont explain details of why U235 absorbs slow
neutrons and U238 absorbs fast ones(covered before)) now the reason of making it go to the other direction i.e.
direction of earths movement is to make the U238 absorb more space along with the increased space absorption due to
increased mass of U238 by adding the neutron this will lead to it resembling the U235 where U235 is effected more by
the neutron due to its smaller size(the boost in space absorption in U235 is bigger than in U238) so in other words the
relative space absorption of U238 achieved in the process.
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